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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
A line chart or line graph displays the evolution of one or
several numeric variables. Data points are connected by
straight line segments. A line chart is often used to visualize
a trend in data over intervals of time - a time series - thus
the line is often drawn chronologically.
Example:

Reference:
https://www.data-to-viz.com/graph/line.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider the following code sequence, executing on a processor
which implements ARM Architecture v7-A.
LDR r0, [r1]
STR r0, [r2]
STR r3, [r3]
R1 points to a location in normal memory. R2 and R3 point to
device memory.
Which of the following statements best describes the ordering
rules which apply to this sequence?
A. The memory accesses will happen in program order
B. The memory accesses can happen in any order
C. The two writes to device memory will happen in program
order, but the read can be performed out of order
D. The read to r0 and the write from r0 will happen in program
order, but the write from r3 can be performed out of order
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which option is the page response for a PS paging request in 2G
access?
A. any uplink LLC PDU from MS/BSC
B. any uplink BSSGP PDU from MS/BSC
C. service request with type "page response"
D. service request with type "signaling"
E. service request with type "data"
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three actions should be used when initially implementing
Junos Screen options? (Choose three.)
A. Deploy Junos Screen options only in vulnerable security
zones.
B. Use the alarm-without-drop option.
C. Understand the behavior of legitimate applications.
D. Deploy Junos Screen options only in functional zones.
E. Use the limit-session option.
Answer: A,B,C
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